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Most economists and policymakers believe thiit economic performance 

differs across alternative exchange-rate systems. Moreover, many economists 

believe that there are clear policy implications that can be drawn from 

observations about past behavior under different exchange-rate systems and 

from economic theory? 

There is substantial evidence that the variability of real exchange 

rates differs across alternative nominal exchange-rate sys'l;ems. A simple 

contrast of the variability before and after 1973, when widespread floating 

was adopted, is insufficient evidence for this proposition because the 

latter period may have been characterized by greater variability of real 

underlying disturbances. ' However, Stockman (1983) studied monthly exchange 

rate and price series over a 23-year period for a sample of 36 countries 

and used observations on countries and time periods of floating exchange 
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’ There have, however, been few attempts to categorize differences in macroeconomic 

behavior across exchange-rate systems in a systematic way. See Baxter ano Stockman (1988). 

‘This increase in variability may even have led nations to adopt floating exchange rates. 
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rates prior to I973 and of countries with pegge exchange rates after I973 

to try to isolate the effects of the exchange-rate system per se from the 

effects of (possibly) greater variability of exogenous disturbances in the 

1970s. The paper concluded that, although the period from 1973 through I979 

(the last year covered in the study) was characterized by greater variance 

of disturbances to real exchange rates than the previous period under 

Bretton Woodsl the nominal exchange-rate system itself was associated with 

signifkantly greater variability of real exchange rates. A typical country 

that continued to peg its nominal exchange rate to the U.S. dollar after 

1973, for example, experienced an increase in real exchange-rate 

variability that was about 40 percent as large as that experienced by 

countries that adopted floating rates, and the difference was significant 

at the l-percent level. This relationship, of course, does not establish 

causality but is consistent with the view that pegged exchange-rate systems 

lead to less real exchange-rate variability for any given set of underlying 

shocks. Mussa (1986) examined this evidence further, adding additional 

observations and episodes that support this conclusion. In addition, Mussa 

adopted the usual argument that the explanation for this statistical 

relation is the sluggish adjustment of nominal goods prices. 

This paper presents an alternative model, not based on sluggish 

nominal price adjustment, to explain the greater variability of real 

exchange rates under floating than under pegged nominal exchange-rate 

systems- ’ The basic argument is the following. Real disturbances, to 

supplies or demands for goods, alter real exchange rates. Under a system of 

floating exchange rates, these disturbances also affect the nominal 

exchange rate (which creates a correlation between nominal and real 

exchange rates, as observed in the data), but under pegged exchange rates 

the same disturbances cause changes in the level of international reserves 

(and nominal oney and prices). Countries that choose a system of pegged 

exchange rates benefit from increases 'in reserves as a result of real 

disturbances that would otherwise (under floating rates) create a real and 

nominal appreciation, and suffer losses of reserves from real and nominal 

depreciation. 

hen countries suffer losses of international reserves, they are more 

3 Th i s paper develops formal ly an argument that was loosely out1 ined in Stockman (1987b). 
The model used here is a variant of that in c’ J. xkmnr and Hernandez ( 19P,8), which is based on 
Stockman (19801, Lucas (1983), Svensson (1985ir., ?nd Stockman and Svensson (11987). 
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likely to impose trade restrictions such as tariffs and quotas, or exchange 

controls and capital controls -- or the equivalent taxes -- to prevent 

further losses in reserves that might otherwise create a balance-of- 

payments crisis and "forces' a devaluation. ith some intertemporal 

substitution, so that increases in expected future prices tend to increase 

current prices, it turns out that the expectation that policies to stem 

reserve losses will tte followed also tends to stabilize the real exchange 

rate. This makes the response of the real exchange rate to a given real 

disturbance smaller under a system of pegged exchange rates than under a 

system of flexible exchange rates. This conclusion is obtained regardless 

of whether the underlying shocks are changes in prodltctivity or changes in 

tastes (or household productivity). 

Essentially, a disturbance that would raise the relative price of 

foreign goods in terms of domestic goods by 10 percent under a system of 

floating rates has the same effect under a system of pegged exchange rates, 

but it also has an additional effect. Under floating rates, the domestic 

currency would depreciate by about 10 percent. [This result must be 

predicted by any reasonable model of exchange rates, because empirically 

nominal and real exchange rates move together very closely.) Under pegged 

exchange rates, however, the domestic central bank will lose reserves (as 

it acts as a resijlual buyer/seller to peg its currency). The tloss in 

reserves raises the probability of future tariffs, quotas, and exchange and 

capital controls. This raises the expected future (world) relative prices 

sf domestic goods. Intertemporal substitution, whether operating through 

storage and investment, substitution of labor effort, or direct 

substitution by consumers of goods now rather than goods later, tends to 

raise the current relative price of domestic goods. But this effect partly 

offsets the direct effect of the disturbance, which was to raise the 

relative price of the foreign good. As a consequence, the same underlying 

disturbance has a smaller relative price effect under pegged than under 

floating rates. 

The argument is reasonably robust to alternative parameter values. The 

key sssumption is that changes in the level of reserves, ire-, balance of 

payments deficits and surpluses, lead to c anges in the con 

probability of future trade and financial taxes and controls- 

are parameter values for which, for example, a higher tariff might reduce 

rather than raise the world relative price of t 

parameter values are generally fair1 

characterize most econo 
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Tt is important that the argument presented in this paper @ be 

particularly sensitive to parameter values or characteristics of the 

economy, because the observations that the paper seeks to explain appear to 

characterize a wide variety of countries. Aside from the sluggish nominal- 

price explanation of the greater variability of real exchange rates under 

the floating nominal rate system, I know of no explanation other t&an the 

one proposed here that is robust to many variations in parameter values or 

characteristics of the economy. 

The explanation proposed in this paper works regardless of whether the 

main sources of exogenous disturbances to the economy are from shocks to 

technology that affect current output of market goods or shocks to tastes 

or household production functions that affect consumer valuations of goods 

even if supplies are unaffected. That is, the explanation is consistent 

. 4 ith the predominance of either aggregate supply shocks or aggregate demand 

rocks. It does not rely on a particular market structure or on the absence 

of markets for certain types of risk-sharing. The model below, however, 

makes the assumption of complete markets for analytical convenience. 

Finally, the argument does not imply that the arerage level of ttiriffs or 

capital controls be greater under pegged exchange rates; instead, it is 

based on the different covariation of trade and payr;tents restrictions with 

various exogenous disturbances that accompanies the p?gged rate system. 

AS Karl Brunner and Allan Meltzer (1986) say, in conrmenting on the 

greater variability of real exchange rates under floating exchange rate 

systems, "The findings raise a question about whether the additional 

variability is an excess burden, borne under fluctuHing rates, a response 

to policy differences in a fluctuating rate regilr,e, or a substitution of 

exchange-rate variability for other effects of underlying variability." 

This paper is an attempt to work out the implications of what seems to be a 

clear and almost universal policlt J difference under the two regimes, and to 

argue that this policy difference can in principal account for the observed 

difference in variability ithout strong restrictions on parameters of the 

model. 

0 countriesI eat producing a different 

the ome 

e foreign country producin V. The home country 
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has access to a technology that creates et+I #(kt+l) units of good X at 

date 01 if kt+l units of X were invested as an input at date t, 

a positivL stationary random variable represented by a arkov process. 

ASSUW that E(e) = 1 and E[(et-l)&+l-l)] > 0. This positive 

autocctrre ‘ati +rl 8 will tend to induce positive autocorrelation in the 

real exchange rate, as shown helow. The foreign country has access to a 

technology that turns an investment of k;+I units of good Y at date t into 

et+1 #*(ki+I) units of Y at date t+l, where B* is also a positive random 

variable with E(e*) = 1 and E[(e~-l)(e;+l-l)] > 0. The deterministic parts 

of the production functions @ and @* are 

assumed that the invested input depreciates 

use. 

There is a representative household in 

increasing and concave. It is 

completely after one period of 

each ccuntry that maximizes an 

intertemporally-separable utility function defined over consumption of X 

and Y, Tastes may dfffer across countries, but the discount rate B will be 
. assumed to be com.on tc~ the two countries- The rPoresentative domestic _ _i 

household maximizes discounted expected utility, 

Eg L &J(x$ + V(Y;f)l, 
t=o 

(1) 

where x f and $ are the domestic household's consumptions of X and Y at 

date t and u(=) and v(-) are increasing and concave. The household is 

constrained L9jr its wealth, 

A0 =: ; j- [pB(St)6(st) + PF(st)F(st)! r!st!sO)dst 
t=1 

where 8(st) and F(st) are contingent claims to deliveries of domestic or 

foreign moneys at date t in state-of-the-world s, (to be defined below), 

and Pg and PF are the prices of the state contingent claims at period-zero 

asset markets divided by the probability densities of those states, and 

r(st) is the probability density function of St. It is assumed that markets 

are complete - except for one restriction to be specified below - SO that 

claims to moneys can be purchased for each of the infinitely many states s 

at m~h time period t, and for all t. The exogenously-imposed restriction 

on available markets is one that allows money to have positive value: only 

-- 

4The model ignores subsequent resale, by import spe:ialists, of imported goods. 
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claims to physical payments of moneys (or other assets) are permitted, 

while claims to physical deliveries of goods X and Y are not permitted. 

Instead, these goods must be purchased with money obtained in advance. The 

money that a household has available for spending on goods at date t is 

given by 

( 1 St - = @St 1) + P(st_I)et_I @(kt_I)+W,)+t\r(st) 

N(stj = n(st_lj + F(st)i(i++ 

(3) 

(4) 

where m&J and n(st_l) are the quantities of domestic and foreign moneys 

and N that are carried over, into period t, from period t-l. The second 

term in (3, P(st_@t-l Q(kt_$ is the quantity of money that the 

household obtains as dividends at date t from its ownership of a 

representative domestic "firm" that sold et_1 Q(kt_l) units of good x at 

date t-l, each at a nominai domestic-money price p(st_1). B(st) is the 

quantity of domestic money the household receives as principal or interest 

on previously acquired state-contingent assets, and w(st) is a lump-sum 

transfer from the domestic government. In (4), F is divided by l+~, where T 

is (as in Stockman and Hernandez, 1988) a tax on acquisitions of foreign 

currency, which will be referred to as a "capital control" or "exchange 

control," because it could be replaced in the model with an economically 

equivalent quantitative restriction. 

Variables are dated according to the timing convention that each 

period consists of two subperiods: AM for "asset market," followed by PM 

for "product market." At period-t AM, households trade assets and moneys, 

and all payments required by previously-held assets are completed. The 

domestic government makes transfer payments w(st) in state s to domestic 

households and collects any taxes that it levies on asset trades, interest 

Payments, etc. (These taxes will be discussed below.) Then, during period-l 

the household uses money that it held at the end of period-t AM to buy 

goods. Domestic money, must be used to buy domesiic goods, while forzign 

is required for foreign goods. Because markets are c.,m:.lete 

except for the restriction that assets must make payments in moneys rather 

than in goods, trading at each is redundant. Instead, Payments req;uired 

reviously-held assets Gre made at each . The budgsjt constrainf. (2) 

presentatiwe domestic household's opportunities to buoy or 
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are the cash-in-advance constraints. e usual assumption that all 

transactions use the seller's currency, these cash-in-advance constraints 

are 

m(st) = (st) - p(st)[xd(st) + K(stl z 0, (5) 
and 

n(st) = N(s,) - q(st)(l+Ttjyd(st) > 0. (6) 

Equation (5) states formally the definition of m(st): the amount of money 

that the representative domestic househsld held when it left asset markets 

at date t minus its expenditure on goods at date-t P . The household's 

spending on goods has two components. Wst, it buys goods for consumption 

purposes. Second, it buys goods at date 1: for investment purposes (for the 

'firm" owned by the household). Nominal investment spending at date t is 

p(@K(s,) where K(st) goods are used for investment. It is assumed that 

domestic households own, and buy investment goods for, domestic firms, 

while foreign households own and buy investment goods for foreign firms. 5 

Then 

Kt = kt+I z K(st). (7) 

The household pays a price q(l+T) for the foreign good, where T is a tariff 

on imports levied by the government in the home country. Tariff proceeds, 

like proceeds from exchange and capital controls, are refunded in a lump- 

sum fashion to domestic households as part of the transfer w in equation 

(3) . 

The representative domestic household chooses a complete ContiqencY 

plan for (xd, yd, B, F, M, N, m, n, Kit, t=O, . . . , m9 to maximize (1) 

subject to (Z)-(7), in334 conditions on A0 and k0, n_I = 0, m-1 + 

p_Ie_I$(k_l) = Ys. and parametric 

w9 T, T3. 

There is an analogous 

representative foreign household. 

stochastic processes on {PB, PF, 8, p, q, 

utility-maximization problem for the 

The foreign household chooses a complete 

5See Stockman and Svensson (1987). In contrast to that paper, this paper imposes the 

assumption that only domestic households +GT~ as purchasing agents for domestic firms, and 

vice versa. Because state-cant ingent bonds car, be used to dup; icate exact I y the returns On 

investments, this assumption is unimportant. 
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contingency plan for [xd*, y d+ , B*, Ff, N*, m*, n*, K*}t, t=O, . . . , m9 

to maximize 

E. ; et ["*(x;*) + v*(Y;*)I 
t=o 

subject to 

al 

A; = ,“,I iPs(st)8*bt) + PF(St)F*(St)I r(SrISO)dSts 

* 
( 1 St = m*(st_l) + B*(st)/(l+& 

and 

m”(st) = M’(st) - p(st) (l+T;)xd*(st) 2 0, 

n*(st) = N*(st) - q(st) Iyd*(st) + K*(st)l 2 0, 

with 

K; = k;+l z K*(st), 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

W) 

(14) 

initial conditions (n A& and k& rn:l = 0, n-1 + q__~e~T~*(k~~) = N& and 

parametric stochastic processes on (PB, PF, a*, p, q, w , T*, T*}. 

The domestic household's maximization problem has a solution with, in 

addition to (Z)-(6), 

and 

&J&) = ~p&t)P(st) 9 (15) 

e$(yf) = XPF(St)q(St) (l+St) 9 (16) 

a(st) = ul(x$/P(st) - sEtEul(x:+l)/P(st+gr (17) 

Wt) = vl(Y;)/q(st)U+Tt) - sE,[v~(Y~+~)A(st+~)(1+Tt+l)l. (18) 

aEt[u,(xd,+l)P(st)/P(st+&I + a(st)p(st) = (19) 

a2Et Iu1(x$+2)at+l "l(kt+l)P(st+l)/'P~-~+2)1 

e multiplier on (2), a 2 0 is the mult &ier on (3:, 6 2 0 is 

(St) = s(st>n(s?: = 0 for ala s and t, 
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(lq) z (l+r)(l+T). (20) 

There are analogous conditions for the representative foreign household. 

These are 

*I = ~*(pT$st)P(st)('+g;) 

= ~*pF(qdst). 

a*(st)=u;(xf*)/P(st)(l+T;)-gEt[U;(x$ )/P(st+l)(l+T;,1)19 

(22) 

(23) 

where A* is the multiplier on (Z), a* 2 0 is the multiplier on (3), 6* 2 0 

is the multiplier of (4), where a*(st)m*(st) = a*(st)n*(st) = 0 for all s 

and t, and where 

(b-g*) z (l+rf) (l+T*) . (26) 

The equilibrium of the economy is a set of functions (xd, yd, xd*% 

Yd *, K, K*, 6, F, B*, F*, 
* 

m, n, m*, n*, x, x 5 Q, Q. 
* 

9 69 6 9 

43, PF, P, % w, w*,- These functions are defined over the state of the 

economy, defined as 

where v and v* denote growth rates of nominal money supplies 

where 8, B*, T, Tag T, T*, u9 and p* are independent stationary random 

variables and, except for e and CI*, are i.i.d. The productivity te 

a* are arkov. R; is an exogenous constant under flexible ex 

(It will represent the level of the foreig 

reserves under pegged exchange rates.) 

conditions (Z)-(7) and (15)-(ZO), the analo 

(21)-(26), the initial conditions, and the eq 
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d d* 
Xt + Xt = et o(kt) - (289 

yt 
d* 

d + Yt = 0; af(k;) - K;, 

(St) + N*(st) = 

Wj 

(309 

(319 

2+1 denote post-transfer nominal money supplied 

at date t. The equilibrium functions must also satisfy the government 

budget constraints 

and 

“(St) = btF(St) + q(st)Ttyd(st) lPF(St)/PB(st)+M;+l - M; (329 

7*(St) = [r;B*(st)+p(st)T;xd*(st)lpB(st)/pF(St)+N;,~ - N; (339 

for all t, and initial conditions on A9, 4, m-1, n-1, kg, rn"+ nfl, and 

k;, ~+#I~, 11; z Nz+l/N& and Ao + 4 = total world wealth, 

given exogenous stochastic processes on 8, e*, u, p*, T* =*, T, T*, and an 

arbitrary normalization for asset prices. 

The four equations (15, 16, 21, 22) and the equilibrium conditions 

(28) and (29) can be solved for consumption levels xd, yd, xd*, and yd* 

conditional on the levels of initial capital, investment, tariffs, and 

capital controls, using 

and 

ul(xd(st))(lq~!x’-l’~ = u;(q @(K&-l)) - K(st) - xdtst)) (349 

vl(yd(st))A*/x - ~!l+s,,v;ce; ~*(K*(st_l))-K*(st)-yd(st)). (359 

In the absence of investment, the solution for allocations is discussed in 

Stockman and Hernandez (11.988). 4s discussed in the introduction, investment 

is inclu oses of intertemporal substitution so that 

higher expected future prices raise prices currently. 

uations (17) and (1 

t&Pt+21 Qkt+$ (369 
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inflation will typically differ across alternative xckange-rate systems, 

and this difference could then cause differences in capi al accumulation 

and other features of the equilibrium. In order to focus on other issues, I 

assume that under flexible exchange rates the domestic money supply is 

chosen such that the domestic (production price index) inflation rate 

pt+l/pt+Z is deterministic, and (without loss of generality) equal to 

unity. This corresponds to a type of nominal !nterest rate rule. 6 

Then (36) becomes 

If monetary policy were set so that the nominal interest rate were zero, 

then equation (37) would reduce to the standard condition. 

Similarly, if foreign monetary policy were determined so that qt+l=qt 

for all t, then equations (23) and (25) would imply 

The world relative price of Y in terms of X is 

Qst) = PF(st)q(st!/PT+t)P(st)* (39) 

where Pf/"s is the exchange rate. Equations (15) and (16) imply that this 

"real exchange rate" II can be written as 

Alternatively, equations (21) and (22) give another ,xpression for the 

real exchange rate: 

Mst) = (1+4;)v;(Yd*(st))/u;(xd*(st))' 

An approximation to the variance of n(st) can be obtained by &a 

first-order Taylor series a proximation af at am 

%ee Goodfriend (1987) and E3atro (19871. 
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aG,) 
n(s,) IJ n(Q) + (s& as l 

t 
(42) 

Then, using the facts that T and T affect II only through g9 defined in 

equation (20), and defin'ng 

amt) 
P(at_j) E - 

aat_j 
and uz z S cov(z 

9 _j 
t' 't-j 1 ' 

e have 

2 
% = E[((n(st) - En(st))21 

x [p(q2 + &It 1)2 + . ..I a; 
+ hat) P(y_l) 

2 + Po$_l) P(q+2) + -1 (+j,&l 

(43) 

(44) 

+ Met) 0(et_2) 
2 

+ P&l) &t-3) + J O&e-2 + o-0 

+ Ip(g;)2 + -1 “g’” + IP!g;) P($_l) + --I ag*, g+r + l -. * 

This expression can be used to determine the variance of the real exchange 

rate as a function of the variance of the exogenous variables and the 

autocovariances of e and e*. The expression involves properties of the 

function n(s) evaluated at 3, and these properties can be obtained by 

differentiation of equations (34), (35), (37), and (38). 

Al though it can be assumed that both governments chsp;rse monetary 

policies to keep I, and q constant over time under flexible exchange rates, 

it is not possible to nlake that assumption when the exchange rate is pegged 

by monetary policy. Generally, pegging the nominal exchange rate 

out to require variations in either p or q or both. These price variations, 

ill have effects on capital accumulation and other features of 

In order to emphasize the ne 
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domestic and foreign nominal interest rates are strictly positive in all 

states. As in Lucas (1982), this amounts to a restriction on the stochastic 

Processes on exogenous variables. In contrast to Lucas's model, this 

assumption does not imply a unit velocity of money in this model, for the 

reasons explained in Stockman and Mernandez (1988). The purpose of this 

first assumption is to guarantee feasibility of the follo 

assumptions. Second, domestic monetary policy is chosen to keep p constant. 

(This prevents effects on domestic investment of the kind discussed by Abel 

(1985).) Because the nominal interest rate is strictly positive, m(st) is 

identically zero. Consequently, increases or decreases in pt can be 

engineered by increases or decreases in ME, so it is feasible to vary the 

domestic money supply to keep pt constant. Third, foreign monetary policy 

is chosen to make q constant under a flexible exchange-rate system, and 

(instead) to make the nominal exchange rate e constant under a pegged 

exchange-rate system. That is, the foreign country is entirely responsible 

for pegging the exchange rate. Fourth, I will assume that the foreign 

capital stock is fixed -- it does not depreciate and cannot be augmented. 

This assumption guarantees that the differences in foreign nominal price 

behavior under flexible and pegged exchange-rate s,yf;tems do not affect 

foreign investment. Any differences in the behavior of real exchange rates, 

then, will be due to features of the mdel other than the nonsuper- 

neutralities of money, (One reason this is desirable is that, for moderate 

levels of inflation, these nonsuperneutralities are probably of negligible 

magnitude empirically. See, e.g., Danthine, Donaldson, and Smith (1987).) 

With these assumptions, equation (35) determines the y d function, and 

xd and K are to be determined from equations (34) and (37) and the 

transversality condition. 

Consider a rise in et. Equation (34) iinplies that xt and xt* respond 

in the same direction to a change in et (or a change in K(st_I))- But it is 
d straightforward to show, via differentiation, that axt/aet is indeterminate 

in sign. hile a rise in et raises total current resources for consumption 

and investment, the assumption that e is positively autocorrelated implies 

that the (conditional) expectation of future e also rises- This increase in 

the prospective rate of return to current investment can ( 

parameter values) lead households to reduce current consumptio 

invest more. The effect of a rise in 8 on the real exchange t-ate nt 

on which case applies: if a rise in et raises 

ise it faYs, For co 

0, Similarly, investment ran rise or fall in resp 
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Because the expected future rate of return to capital is LAgher, expected 

future output is higher even if investment is unchanged. 

Consider next a rise in any lagged exogenous variable. Lagged 8 or 

lagged g* affect xd and K only through their effects on the initial capital 

stock. It is straightforward to SW\; that a rise in the initial capital 

stock in place at date t, kt raises both consumption xi (and xdt) and 

investment Kt. Let b&(0,1) denote the fraction of an increment tcr the 

initial capital stock tnat is invested when all random variables are 

evaluated at their unconditional means, i.e., solve equations (34) and (37) 

for K(e, g*, k) and then > =_ ak where k 5 K(S). Then, 

differentiating equations (34; and (37), it is easy to show that, wit'. ihe 

notat ion 4 x 
axd(it) 

8 -i z set i ' 

But, 

bi-1 
, i = 2, 3, . . . 

-d 
x. 9 

= j;d bi-1 
, i = 2, 3, . . . . 

-i 9:1 

d- 
'+y (St)) '11 (s 

d- 

P(et_i) = 
(St)) jid 

(l+s)Iul(xd(5t))]2 *-i 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 
d- d- 

= 
'+y (St)) '11 (' (St)) _d 

(l+g)lul(xd(st))12 x0-l 

bi-1 

’ 

and, using equation (41), 

d* - 

p(9t_i) = 
(l-q*) v;1 (Y (St)) 

u;(xd*(st) 1 

[S***(R*)- I7*- y; ] 
-i 

exogenously-fixed level of the foreign capital stock, and 

equation (35) is zero for all i # 0. 

_i) = 0 for i 
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Finally, 

-d 
O(at_i) ' 

-d 
g*_i - 

P(et i) ' * 

p(gt.-i) 
g -1 =7-F-= -~ 

-d . 

xo_1 xe -1 

Because bc(O,l), p(ot_i) and p(g;_i) decline geometrically with increases 

in i, 2 so the infinite sums in equation (44) are finite, and an is finite. 

It remains to find Ed -d 
e-1 

and x From equation (34) we have (witn 

ail derivatives evaluated at S), 
g21' 

id Cl by-b1 aK(Zt) 

'-1 = <(1+-g*) g + u;1 
>O 

aat 
(50) 

znd similarly, 
-d 
X*'O. 
g-1 

SO we have a real exchange-rate function n(s) 

with derivatives (evaluated at 5) P(et) > 0, p(et_i) > 0 for all i > 0, 

p(e 
f 
) < 0, P(et_i) = 0 for all i > 0, p(gt) < 0, p(gt_i) = 0 for all i r 0, 

p(gt) ' 09 and P(g;_i) > 0 for all i > 0. An increase in domestic 

productivity at date t, i.e., a high realization of e, raises current 

consumption of the good in both countries ard can either raise or lower 

domestic investment, but (because utility is additively separable) it has 

no effect on consumption of Y in either country. An increase in the initial 

capital stock has the same effects as an increase in e except that, because 

it does not affect future productivity (i.e., e) prospects, it 

unambiguously raises domestic investment. An increase in the supply of 

domestic output, idhether due to a rise in productivity or a higher initial 

capital stock, raises the relative price of the foreign good. An increase 

in domestic tariffs or taxes on acquisitions of foreign currency lower 

domestic consumption of the imported good Y and raises foreign consumption 

of Y, without changing consumption of X or domestic investment. The real 

exchange rate II falls with a rise in g because the increase in 

Yd *, lowering v;, without changing anything else on the right-ha?d 

equation (41). An increase in foreign tariffs or taxes on ac isikionS Of 

foreign curren reduces fore?gn consumption of X, raises domestic 

consumption of ers the margin 

hich raises investment. The increase i 

consPV7Ipkisn df Y, i 
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Equation (40) implicitly defines the function n(et, kt, gt, 9:). Under 

these assumptioils it can be shown to have the properties 

=I3 > 0, nk > 0, "g < 0, and ng* ' 0. (51) 

A change in the real exchange rate, resulting from an exogenous change 

in productivity or from exogenous government tax policies, can occur either 

through changes in p, q, PU/PF, or a combination of changes in these 

variables. Generally, the effects of a change in output on the nominal 

exchange rate e = PU/PF can be divided into two effects (see Stockman, 

1987a). First, given nominal domestic producer prices p and q, the entire 

change in the real exchange rate would occur- throiagh a change in the 

nominal exchange rate. In the case of an exogenous rise in domestic output, 

the fall in its relative price would occur as a domestic currency 

depreciation. Second, the nominal output prices p and q are usually not 

given, but are zffected by changes ja output: an exogenous rise in domestic 

output raises the demand for monk; .,nd -- given the nominal money supp1.v -- 

reduces the level of nominal d:~s~ic money prices. Given the real exchange 

rate, this leads to a doEustic c~rency appr~iation. If the first, 

"relative price," effect on the nominal exchange rate dominates the second, 

"money-demand," effect, then domestic currency depreciates with an 

exogenous rise in the supply of domestic output. In this case, changes in 

nominal and real exchange rates are positively correlated. This positive 

correlation is clearly borne out by the data on changes in real and nominal 

exchange rates. 

The relative price effect will dominate the money-demand effect, when 

the nominal money is fixed, if the elasticity of substitution between 

foreign and domestic goods is sufficiently small, so that the relative 

price effect is large, or if the income elasticity of money demand is 

small, so that the money demand effect is small. The relative price effect 

will also dominate the money-demand effect, leadirty to a positive 

correlation between changes in real and nominal exchange rates, if the 

nominal money supply changes endogenously to prevent the large counter- 

cyclical swings in nominal prices that would otherwise accompany changes in 

output (given that those changes affect the demand for money). For example, 

a monetary policy of "acco dating" changes in output would lessen or 

prevent the fall in nominal prices hen output rises exogenously, which 

ould lessen or eliminate the "money-demand effect" of the change in output 

omipal exchange rate. T OUld e it more ikely that the 
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"relative price effect" would dominate. The assumptions made above -- that 

monetary policies ard adjusted to keep p and q constant -- are sufficient 

for the relative price effect to dominate. ith these assumptions, the 

entire change in the real exchange rate II, in response to any disturbance, 

occurs through a change in the nominal exchange rate e = P,/PF. The strong 

assumptions made here are not necessary L w obtcnin a posiiive covariance of 

real and nominal exchange rates, as observed in the data. All that is 

necessary is that the countercyclical effect of exogenous output shocks on 

nominal prices is not the dominant effect on nominal exchange rates. As 

will be seen below, thr: main argument in this paper rests on this positive 

covariation of real afr6 nominal exchange rates which, as noted above, is 

clearly supported by the data. The point to be made is that, hile the 

assumptions of fixed p and q are very special, the results of those 

assumptions are much more general. As argued earlier in the paper, the 

point of this paper is to present a theory explaining differences in real 

exchange-rate variability across nominal exchange-rate systems that does 

not rely on special assumptions that would make it unlikely to account for 

a wide variety of experiences* 

A property of the model to be used below is the following. The foreign 

money supply required to keep q constant does not depend on realizations of 

e. To see this, notice that equations (4), (5), (11), (12), (M), (18), 

(22), (24), (29), and (31) determine n, n*, N, N*, F, F*, ydl yd*, 6, a*, 

PF, &id q for give,: initial conditions (including a choice af nzneraire for 

PB, pF, A, A*, x, and A*, and exogenously given on A/A* or A/Adr). 

Similarly, the domestic money supply required to keep p constant does not 

depend on realizations of e*. 

PEGGED EXCHA 

The model is the same as above, ut there are two modifications. 

First, the government of the foreign country pegs its nominal exchange rate 

to the currency of the home country (the "reserve-currency country") by 

acting as a residual b ryer or seller ;,f its n currency using a class of 

assets called "international reserves." These reserves ay consist of 

interest-bearing assets, or foreign currency. The division between assets 

owned by the central bank into "international reserves" a 

is largely arbitrary. Because the foreign country"s curre 

f'oreign country no lon er conducts c i%S 
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fixed. In fact, because the home country continues to choose its money 

supply to keep p fixed, ar,d because the nominal exchange rpole !s pegged, 

all variations in the rea? ezzhhnge i-ate occur through changes in q. 

Second, the government uses a variety of polici:s to prevent losses in 

its reserves. In pti;licular, when the foreign country loses reserves, the 

probability distribution of future tariff; c~nd future exchange controls and 

capital controls shifti making these taxes and controls more likely. In 

particular, 

PR]g*(st+j) < a]R* = Ri] I Pr[g*(++j) < a]R* = RT] 

for all t, j > 0, a, 6 and R; > RG. This states that a lower level of 

international reserves held by the foreign country imp1 ies a lower 

probab;lity that future foreign composite tax rates gt+j will fall below 

any arbitrary level, i.e., a higher probability that they will be above any 

arbitrary level. Note that inequality (52) implies nothing about the level 

of g under alternative exchange-rate systems, Instead, it imposes a 

particular covariance of g with exogenous disturbances that affect the 

level of reserves. 

There is substantial justification for the assumption in equat'on (51) 

in the descriptive and analytical literature on government policies under 

pegged exchange rates. Countries frequently imposed trade restrictions in 

the forms o6 tariffs, quotas, licensing requirements, and so on, and 

controTs, regulations, and taxes on acquisitions of foreign currencies of 

interest-bear-ing assets denominated in foreign currencies. 7 Edwards (1987) 

has recently studied eighteen devaluations by Latin American countries and 

concludes that "Typically, the authorities will try to stop this process 

[IOSS of reserves] by imposing exchange controls9 hiking tariffs, and 

imposing quantitative t )ntrols." He shows that 

. . . in the great majority of cases the devaluation was 

preceded by an important piling up of exchange controls 

and trade restrictions. In some episodes, such as 

Columbia in 1962 and 1967, Ecuador in 1961, and Peru in 

1975, the initial conditions (two years prior to the 

‘Besides the references In the text, see Friedman (1951) r Johnson (19721 p and Krueger 

(19811. Curiously, there seems not to have been any forma I studies of the 2f fects of bat ance- 

of-payments deficits 3n the aggregate I$wel of protectionism and financial restrictions. 
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CFiSiS) were already extremely restrictive, an became 

even tighier as thn erosion of reserves became 

sevcreco, 5 (Edwards 1987) 

(Many of these countries had price controls, so losses in reserves were 

accompanied by apparent rear appreciations rather than depreci&ions.) Park 

and Sachc (i987) have shown that capital controls can delay, though not 

prevent, the collapse of a peg. As they state, there has been "widespread 

Use of capital controls to forestall exchange rate changes." Marston (1987) 

concludes that, on the bac.is of historical evidence, '"Fixed exchange rates 

cannot be maintained without extensive capital controls? Halm (1971) cites 

International Monetary Fund, Annual Repor;, 1963 and concludes that, "Quite -- 

generally the Report agrees 'that adjustments in par value; have in a 

number of cases been unduly delayed,' that 'these delays have sometimes 

tended to aggravate problems of domestic econ.Mc managemerjt, and have 

sometimes also aggravated the external dise+ilibrium"'. The Report 

conceded, furthermore, that these delays have fostered the use of trade and 

payments restrictions... As Marston (1987) states, "That solution 

(controls) was adopted widely under the Uretton Woods System. The recent 

period of exchange rate flexibility, by no coincidence, has witnessed the 

progressive dismantling of controls..." Taiwan, for example, has reduced 

restrictions on international capital flows, capital controls, and exchange 

controls (and most observers expect additional reductions in controls in 

the near future), as a consequence of its accumulation in recent years of 

additional foreign-exchange reserves. (Taiwan's reserves have risen to 

about 60 bi‘ilion U.S. doi‘iars in mid-1987 from less than 10 billion in 

1980.) Nations in the European Monetary System, however, have continued to 

use restrictions to reduce losses of reserves. Marston concludes that 

"controls were the norm during th? Bretton Woods period. They are alSC a 

prevalent feature of the European Monetary System." These conclusions have 

also been reached by Rogoff (1985) and Giavazzi and Giovannini (a9fse)m 

Clearly, not only current policies out expectations of future trade arld 

financial restrictions are important in th's regard. AS Edwards (19 

notes, 'I . ..expectations regarding political events are fundamentally 

important, since they reflect possible future changes in t 

exchange controls, 2nd ather important policies." 

Although the assumption in equation (52) seems to describe accurately 

the behavior of governments under pegged exch 

question of why governments choose pegged as 
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of why a particular exchange-rate system is chosen might be an important 

component of an explanation of the different behavior of real exchange 

rates under alternative nominal exchange-rate sysf,ms. But there is 

not a priori reason to assume that we must answer the quesiion of why the 

system is chosen before we can analyze the effects of the system, or as a 

part of that analysis. It might be, for example, that pegged exchange rates 

are chosen as discipline devices for monetary policy (which subsequent 

governments attempt, often but not always successfully, o avoid). The 

different behavior of nominal money and prices under pegged rates might 

have different redistributive effects, so that a political equilibrium 

model might be required to explain the choice. But these determinants of 

the exchange-rate system are not necessarily related in any Lnportant way 

to the behavior of real exchange rates or economic aggregates that result 

under that sbstem. 

Consider the following example, which outlines a simple model of the 

cMce of an exchange--rate syst m. Assume that the population of the 

foreign country (which chooses the exchange-rate system) consists of two 

types of households, called p and f. Each type j = p, f maximizes 

E. i &U*(xd,") + u*(y;*) - c$ 
t=o 

(53) 

3 
where ct is a utility cost representing foregone leisure due to certam 

transactions costs. Consider first households of type p. These households 

incur time costs Qf converting nominal values in one currency into nominal 

values in terms of the other currency, and these time costs of multiplying 

or dividing by the exchange rate are particularly high when the exchange 
P rate is floating rather than pegged. For simplicity, assume ct = 0 if the 

P exchange rate is pegged but ct > 0 if the exchange rate is floating. 

Households of type p, then, prefer a pegged exchange-rate system to a 

floating exchange-rate system because of these time costs of currency 

conversion. 

Next, consider households of type f. Assume that these households bear 

little time costs from calculations involving the exchange rate, but 

instead bear time costs from unexpected changes in the price qt. That is, 

these households prefer floating exchange rates to pegged rates because the 

floating rate system relaxes a c0nstrair.t on panctary policy and permi-s it 

to achieve a preferred path of inflat& hich I havp assumed above to be 

zero, for si 
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0 if j = p and the nominal exchange rate is pegged. 
-f 
Ct >O ifj= f and the nominal exchange rate is pegged. 

c{ = 0 
(5 I ‘ 

c! > 6 if j = p and the nominal exchange rate is floating. 

0 if j = f and the nominal exchange rate is floating. 

Aside from the ci term, the utility function in expression (54) is the same 

as in expression (8) with the function v* replaced bf II*. The reason for 

this assumption is to make utility homothetic. Then, ccinditional o!: the 

exchange-rate system, the equilibrium is the same as that when households 

maximize expression (8), except for the level of foreign utility. The 

homotheticity assumption implies that redistributions of wealth between the 

two types of households TCEYS ~11 equiribrium prices unchanged. 

The exchange-rate system can be thought of as the outcome of a 

political process, determined by the relative numbers of households of each 
P 

type (which may change over time), the magnitudes of E[ and Et, and other 

exogenous variables associated with political skills, and so on. One 

special case of this would be a political process that. minimizes some 
-f -P 

weighted average of ct and ct, which would correspond to the choice of an 

exchange-rate system to maximize a social-welfare function. 

If the political process results in a pegged exchange-rate system, it 

will be optimal, under a wide variety of circumstances, for the government 

to choose a stochastic proce3: for g; that corresponds to inequality (52). 

Typically, a fall in the level of international reserves makes a future 

balance-of-payments crisis more likely, because the excessS of reserves, 

abo e the minimum level consistent with no crisis, becomes smaller. 
8 

Generally, there are severa: ;rrll:icies that governments could vary in order 

to mitigate a loss in reserves. Two types of policies, tariffs or taxes Qn 

acquisitions of foreign rrurrezcy, were discussed above. In addition, a 

government might raise spending on domestic goods in order to raise the 

relative price of those goods. (The relative price of the domestic good 

would rise as long as the government's marginal propensity to spend on 

domestic goods exceeds that of households who pay the higher taxes to 

finance the spending.) As long s all such policies ave costs (e- 

the goods purchased by the government have little utility value to 

‘See, e-q., Krugman 1’19791, Flood and Garber (1983, 19&l), Calve (19861, and Baxter 

(1987). 
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households), an optimal response by the government to a loss in reserves 

will typically involve changing all such policies somewhat to mitigate the 

reserve loss. 

Let N: = i?(s,) denote the foreign nominal money under pegge 

exchange rates, i.e., the money supply required to keep the nominal 

exchange rates, e, constant over time. Similarly, let n(st) denote the real 

exchange rate under a pegged exchange-rate system, and continue to let 

n(s+) denote the real exchange rate under the flexible exchange-rate 

system. Then, because n(st)/e(st) is a constant under flexible exchange 

rates, the foreign nominal money supply required to peg the nominal 

exchange rates is 

Gt) = K(st) i(St) (55) 

multiplied by an arbitrary constant term that I will set to unity. 

Intuitively, if the nominal exchange rate does not change between periods 

t-l and t under flexible exchange rates, then the same monetary policy is 

consistent with a pegged exchange r ate (assuming the economy is subject to 

the same shocks). On the other hand, if the monetary policy under flexible 

exchange rates results in a k percent rise in e (and n) under flexible 

exchange rates, then a k percent higher foreign nominal meney supply would 

be required to keep e constant. 

The foreign nominal mtlney supply changes under pegged exchange rates 

through foreign-exchange market operations with international reserves. Let 

Rf denote the value of international reserves held by the foreign 

government.' Then R; = R*(st) and 

"R; ai$ 
-=----_ 
set set 

>O (56) 

so a rise in et leads to an increase in the foreign government's 

international reserves. 

cotzsider the effect of a change in domestic productivity on the 

real exchange rate under the pegged nominal exchange-rate system- Let 

?he model can be genera I i red easi ly 
foreign money under pegged exchange rates. 

to include nonzero transfer pdymtnts of newly-issued 
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i tat-j) 

a&) 
=-- 

aat_j * 

Then 

(58) 

^d 
aEa”pt+pt+Q 

aR* t =- 

which shows that 

A fall in et lowers foreign reserves R*. Foreign reserves decrease because 

the fall in nt must nob occur entirely through a fall in qt (because pt and 

et are fixed by assumption). The fall in qt requires a fall in the foreign 

nominal money supply to keep the exchange rate pegged, which results in a 

loss of foreign international reserves as the foreign central bank conducts 

op6?n-.SAarket sales of those reserves to peg the exchange rate. The 10% of 

foreign reserves, by eq 

tariffs and exchange and capital cant 

imposed by the foreign country a 
d 

EtC"1(xt+2k+l } falls and equation 

@I(kW. ) rses, i.e. k 

no effect on y 
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II~. This positive effecl. on the relative price of the foreign good part3y 

offsets the direct negative effect of the fall in the current supply, 

leading to a smaller decrease in nt for a given fall in et. 

Similarly, one can show that 

From these differences in the responses of the real exchange rate to 

exogenous distur%bances, it is straightforward to show, using the formula 

(44), that 

-2 
where CJ~ denotes the variance of n, i.e., the variance of the real 

r?xchange rate under the pegged nominal exchange-rate system, 

CONCLUSIONS 

An equilibrium model of exchange rates has been developed to explain 

the observation t&t real exchange rates vary less under pegged than under 

floating nominal exchange-rate systems. The explanation is intended to be 

roblist to the specific assumptions made in the presentation of the formal 

model. Aside from explanations that rely on sluggish nominal price 

adjustment, no (or few) alternative explanations have been proposed. 

There are several problems with the sluggish price explanation of the 

difference in real exchange-rate variability across nominal exchange-rate 

systems. The main problem is that, however important sluggish nominal price 

behavior might be for explaining business cycles, the timing and the 

observed dynamics in real exchange rates appear inconsistent with most 

reasonable stories of sluggish price adjustment. Studies of the real 

exchange rate show that it is very close to a random walk, though there is 

evidence of mean-reversion (see, e.g., tkizinga, 1987). 10 

nt to make four distinct arguments. 

real exchange rate returns part way 

First, the length of time 

toward a mean is too Tong, 

“Also see, e.g., Rol I (1979)) Adler and Lehmann (19831, Meese and Rogoff U983a,b), 
(1985), snd Mark (1986). 
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-01 a priori grounds, sible nominal price r gidity, (Nuizinga finds 

evidence of a mean-reversion only after 3-6 years in the recent floating- 

rate period, and in longer data samples mean-reversion is slower still.) It 

is difficult o see how menu costs or other rationale for sluggish nominal 

prices could Fake them adjust so slowly. 

Second, if nominal disturbances in the presence of nominal rice 

rigidities accounted for most of the variation in real exchange rates under 

flexible-rate systems, the exchange rate would eventually return t 

its original starting point. If the nominal disturbance had no permanent 

real effects, the real exchange rat;! would return exactly to its original 

position. But temporary real effects of nominal shocks might have permanent 

effects on the distribution of wealth, etc., so that there could be 

permanent effects on the level of the real exchange rate. Nevertheless, one 

would expect the return to be closer than suggested in the evidence. I1 

Third, the length of the average business cycle provides a guide as to 

the duration of nominal price sluggishness (on the assumption that business 

cycles involve this sluggishness). The typical length of a recession is an 

overestimate of the length of time that it takes nominal prices to adjust 

most of the way back to equilibrium following a disturbance. It is an 

overestimate because there are many reasons (associated w-Xh adjustment 

costs in labor markets, inventories, etc.) why changes in output and 

employment tend to persist, once started, even if the original disturbance 

to t5_ e~nomy has vanished. Observations on the lengths of typical 

business cycles suggest that, if nominal price rigidities were also 

responsible for most variations in real exchange rates, we would see real 

exchange rates return most of the way toward their means, following a 

shock9 after a period of no more than about two years. 

Of course, the assertion that real exchange-rate variability is not 

(mainly) explained by nominal price rigidities does no: imply that those 

rigidities do not play major roles in business cycles- As lon 

cycles are highly correlated across coun ries -- as they are -- and ~~flinal 

prices adjust toward their equilibrium values 

in different countries, short-run price rigidit 

countries may play 

role in fluctuations of real or nominal exchange rates0 

1: 
See Huiringa (1987). 
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Finally, models that rely on sluggish nominal price adjustment to 

explain the behavior i‘f r eal exchange rates imply that changes in real 

exchmge rates are related to international differences in real interest 

rates. Campbell and Clarida (1987) showed that, under some reasonable 

assumptions, the real exchange rate can be written ES the sum of three 

terms: an undiscounted sum of expected future real interest rate 

differentials, an undiscounted sum of expected future risk premia, and the 

long run real exchange rate. Campbell and Clarida estimated a state-space 

model that treated the expected real interest differential and the long-run 

real e-cchangc rate as unobserved variables. Their rcrszlts showed that (for 

the US-Canadian, US-UK, US-German, US-Japanese, end US-trade weighted real 

exchange rates from 1979 to 1986) only a small fraction of the variance of 

innovations to the real exchange rate can be attributed to er?ected rca.I 

interest differentials, In contrast, most of the variance in real exchange 

rates can be attributed to changes in the long-run real exchange rate. 

These resuXs are cons%tent with a model of the kina proposed in this 

paper, and inconsistent with models that attribute most of the movements in 

real exchange rates to nominal price sluggishrcss. 

There are other explanations of the difference in real exchange-rate 

variability acrcjs regimes that do not (necessarily) involve sluggish 

nominal price adjustments; some of these were discllssed in Stockman (1983). 

Some arguments base the difference in real equilibria under alternative 

nominal exchange-rate systems on incomplete markets, Recent work with these 

implications includes Hsieh (1984), Greenwood and Williamson (198;1'), and 

Rersson and Svensson (1987). In the absence of complete markets, the state- 

contingent pattern of monetary policy can affect the real equilibrium. 

Similarly, in models in which money is not superneutral, the 

difference of inflation paths across alternative exchange-rate systems can 

affect the real equilibrium (as in Greenwood and Williamson (1987), or 

Aschauer and Greenwood, 1983).l2 The real equilibrium can also differ 

across alternative exchange-rate systems in the absence of Ricardian 

‘lHowever, real effects of expected inflation seem to have been too small to estimate 

empirically in most cases. 
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equivalence, as in Helpman and Razin (2987).13 

While these models correctly analyze channels through which the 

nominal exchange-rate system can affect characteristics of equilibria, no 

model along these lines has been developed to try to explain the 

systematically higher variance of real exchange rates under flexible 

exchange-rate systems. Explanations could probably be constructed based on 

any 00’ these models, but it appears likely that the explanations would be 

sensitive to special properties of the model or parameter values. For 

example, the absence of markets for certain types of contingencies can 

clearly affect real equilibrium allocations, but the effects on the 

variance of relative price changes would seem to depend on the sources of 

disturbances, the state-contingent path of monetary policy, and so on. It 

seems unlikely that arguments like these could account for the wide range 

of evidence on real exchange-rate variability. The explanation presented in 

this paper, in contrast, does not rely on any specific parameter values but 

on a general property of government behavior under pegged exchange-rate 

systems, namely, the propensity to implement policies that help prevent 

reserve losses, and the greater propensity to implement these policies when 

their benefits -- in terms of preventing a run on the currency -- are 

greater. 

The model in this paper assumes that tariffs and taxes on acquisitions 

of foreign currency are imposed independently, under flexible exchange 

rates, of the other exogenous disturbances that affect the exchange rate. 

On the *?her hand, equation (52) implies that these policies are correlated 

with exogenous disturbances under pegged exchange rates. It is easy to 

generalize the model to allow g and g* to be correlated with e and a* urder 

f lexible exchange rates. Formally, this results in additional terms in 

equation (44). But the conclusions of this paper are still obtained as long 

as higher g (higher tariffs, and so on) tends to accompany domestic 

currency appreciation. This is the likely pattern of covariance under 

flexible exchange rates: countries with real and nominal appreciation 

13 Other explanations based on the absence of Ricardian equivalence face the problems that 

most reserves are held in interest-bearing form, and, in any case, are a smal I f ract iOn of 

private wealth. Also, life-cycle models of non-Ricardian equIv?ielce generate results that are 

quite close to Ricardian models when reasonable parameter values are used, as Poterba and 
Summers (:987), have shown. Final ly, the results of Backus and Iccnoe (1887) could be tic;pf ied 

to show that absence of Ricardian equivalence is not sufficient for differences in real 

equi 1 ibria across alternative exchange-rate systems. 
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experience complaints from businesses about losses in international 

Wmpetitiveness," and this raises the probability of tariffs and Similar 

measures, But, as long as the imposition of a tariff raises the world term 

of trade, an increase in the probability of a tariff exacerbates the real 

appreciation, and raises the variability of real exchange rates in the 

flexible-rate system. As a result, the model continues to predict lower 

variability of the real exchange rate under the pegged rate system. 

It is straightforward to apply the results of this paper to a mixed 

exchange-rate system such as the E To the extent that governments 

intervene in exchange markets and experience changes in the level of 

international reserves, such systems resemble pegged exchange rates and 

should be associated with less variability in relative prices. Realignments 

of exchange-rate bands alter the expected path of future losses in reserves 

and, by so altering the probability of future restrictive government 

policies, these realignments should be accompanied by changes in real 

exchange rates. 

The model discussed here has a number of subsidiary implications. For 

example, the mode1 implies that a disturbance to productivity has a larger 

effect on investment under pegged exchange rates than under flexible rates. 

While this implication is testable, it relies on the particular way that 

intertemporal substitution was built into the model. The model was 

developed with stationary productivity shocks and government policies. As a 

W3J1t, it implies that the real exchange rate is stationary. There is 

W~W-NX that the real exchange rate is nonstationary, and it -is not 

CjiffickGt %o modify the assumptions about the probtiGlity laws for 8 and 8* 

to pru.Xcr a nonstationary real exchange rate. 

The ZXK!C? in this paper has welfare implications that have yet to be 

developed fully. Even if the average level of restrictions on international 

trade and financial flows is the same under both exchange rate systems, as 

assumed in this paper9 it is likely that the flexible exchange rate system 

is superior to the pegged rate system on welfare grounds. Under floating 

rates, the pattern of tariffs or taxes on acquisitions of foreign currency 

could be chosen to follow an optimal pattern over time (even if the average 

level is constrained, e.g. by a government revenue constraint). On the 

other hand, under pegged exchange rates the additional government concern 

ith avoiding losses of international reserves operates as an additional 

time path of these taxes and may reduce expected 

del, ise the level of 

A formal case for flexible exchange rates 
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similar to the one proposed by Friedman (1951) might be 

these lines. 14 

The model assumes that, under flexible exchange rates, 

follow monetary policies that resulted in constant p and q. 

developed along 

the governments 

This assumption 

can be relaxed, without any major changes in the model's implications, at 

the cost of introducing additional complications associated with the 

nonsuperneutrality of m0ne.y. Similarly, investment in the foreign country 

could be introduced in the model, but the different behavior of foreign 

inflation under pegged and floating exchange-rate systems ould add terms 

associated with the nonsuperneutrality of money. As long as those effects 

are relatively small in magnitude, all of the implications discussed above 

would continue to be obtained. Disturbances to productivity could be 

replaced by disturbances to tastes in the model with little effect on its 

implications. 

It would be useful to extend the analysis in this paper to incorporate 

a better model of the choice of MB exchange-rate system. It would also be 

useful to examine a broader range of government policies that might be 

followed in response to a loss in reserves under pegged exchange rates- 

Perhaps policy responses other than those discussed in this paper would 

reinforce the conclusions reached here. These policies could include 

changes in government spending, taxes, or monetary policy (with real 

effects). Similarly, additional 5zplications could be obtained by adding 

nontraded goods to the model, to determine how the relatire price of 

nontraded goods should behave -- under the assu~+tions above -- under 

alternative exchange-rate systems. Brazen and Helpman (1987, 1988) examine 

related issues. Further work needs to be done to develop these other 

imPliCatiOnS of the model and to test them empirically.15 

One interesting implication of the model (with auxiliary assunrFtions) 

is that the probability distribution of small real exchange-rate changes 

14 I am indebted to Neil Wallace for this suggestion. 

15There have been few attempts to categor i ze systematically the differences in the 

behavior of main economic aggregates under alternative exchange-rate systems. Baxter and 

Stockman (1988) have found little in the way of systematic differences. However, their results 

do not necessarily falsify the predictions of this model regarding variables other than the 

real exchange rate, such as investment. Indeed, it seems difficult to reconcile their results 

with models based on sluggish nominal price adjustment, since most of those models imply 

substantial differences in the behavior of aggregates acroSS alternative exchange-rate 

systems. 
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may be nearly the same under the two exchange-rate systems. %!a.!? 

disturbances may be associated with only second-order effects on 

expectations of future policy changes, so that the resulting changes in 

real exchange rates would be independent of the system. Large disturbances, 

in contrast, would have sizable effects on expectations of future policies 

to stem reserve losses and so would have smaller effects on the real 

exchange rate under the pegged exchange-rate system. 

Direct empirical tests of the model would require the construction of 

time-series of aggregate measures of barriers to international trade and 

payments. A time-series is required because the model's key implications 

follow from the different covariances between these barriers and other 

exogenous disturbances under alternative exchange-rate systems. While some 

of the additional variability of real exchange rates under the flexible- 

rate system may be attributable to nominal price sluggishness, it is 

difficult to view that as the major part of the explanation for the reasons 

1 have outlined. This paper has suggested another explanation that seems 

consistent with the actual behavior of governments when faced with reserve 

losses and seems robust to many variations in parameter values and sources 

of disturbances. 
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